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Mixer caps second mission week with $22,344 raised
BY Kieran
REPORTER

Connolly
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ission Week at Saint Louis
U. High closed Friday with
a mixer in the Danis Field House,
with the tickets sold raising the
total charitable donations from
the week to $22,344.
This was the second Mission Week SLUH has hosted. The
first was held in December of last
school year and raised $14,325.
Student Council (STUCO) came
into this year with heightened expectations and a target of $20,000
in donations. They surpassed it,
and the week has been regarded
as a success.
The fundraising was set so
that each class competed to raise
money for its own charity. The
freshman class raised $5,775 for
the charity Helping And Loving
Orphans (HALO), whose founder, Betty Tisdale, opened Mission
Week with a speech and a presentation to the entire student body
during a prayer service Monday.
Sophomores raised $5,285
for Our Lady’s Inn, the juniors
brought in $5,027 for Hopeworks,
and seniors led the school with
total donations of $6,408 to benefit Heifer International.
Fundraisers included a pancake breakfast, teacher-run activities, and dress-down days where
students could dress according to
their tastes or the day’s theme for

Smallest increase in
the last 16 years
BY Adam Thorp
CORE STAFF

T

SLUH’s largest fundraiser of the week, the Mission Week mixer, with 2,000 in attendance.

a small donation.
Students dressed in pajamas,
lumberjack apparel, and custom
Mission Week sweats, and teacher
dodgeball, musical chairs contests, and Crave Case races were
the order of the day.
Friday was the biggest day
of the week for fundraising, with
$15,000 raised, $10,000 of that
coming from the mixer.
STUCO had been planning the week since August, and
emailed a schedule to the school

on the Friday before the week
kicked off.
Student Body President
Bryan Mathews said of organizing the week, “What we learned
from last year is that you have to
be prepared. The more knowledge
the students have going into the
week, the more they’ll be to give.”
STUCO coordinated with the
administration to help maximize
the effectiveness of Mission Week.
Friday was changed to a Mass
schedule to allot a larger block

of time to the activity period festivities. Students had much more
time for the teacher-held activities, such as viewing the science
department’s physics and chemistry demonstrations, or watching school principal and hair care
expert John Moran shave several
heads.
The biggest money-maker,
the Mission Week Mixer, was the
result of a lot of planning. The attendance was around 2,000, said
continued on page 4

Busenhart steps down after 41 years of coaching the
hockey program he founded
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

Hockey coach Charlie Busenhart considers the game from the bench earlier this season.
BY Jack Witthaus
SPORTS EDITOR

S

t. Louis U. High hockey coach
Charlie Busenhart has hung
up the hat.
After 41 years of coaching
hockey, Busenhart announced to

Tuition set at
$14,365

the hockey players on Wednesday
following the game that he would
not be returning as head coach
next year.
Busenhart actually wanted to
retire from coaching last season,
but didn’t want to give up on this
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year’s SLUH hockey team.
“(Last year) was going to be
the last year, but I decided that
the seniors—especially Lulow
and Warnecke—had been with
it for four years, and they played
in the last championship,” Busen-
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Taming sustainability at SLUH: a history
A look back on the influence and practices
of the sustainability movement at SLUH.
Page 3
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Give Racquetbills some recognition
Head coach Doc Koestner wants more
recognition for the accomplishments of
the national champion team in the Prep
News and in the school. Page 3

hart said. “From my viewpoint,
the way they play the game, they
play it beautifully. They do things
I haven’t seen in 40 years.
“This is a great team. They
are a great group of guys,” Busenhart added.
Busenhart had made the decision earlier this year, but decided not to tell the players. He didn’t
want to put an additional burden
on his players’ minds.
Busenhart coached the SLUH
hockey program since its inception in 1971.
Before the program, SLUH
players competed in a league at
the Winterland Ice Rink. These
players, along with Busenhart,
became interested in hockey after
the St. Louis Blues became a team
in 1967.
Busenhart, however, never
played hockey.
“We were a rag tag group,”
Busenhart said. “We learned
hockey more from books, and go
continued on page 7

uition for the 2012-2013
school year has been set at
$14,365, a 4.36 percent, $600 increase from this year’s cost of
$13,765.
Tuition next year will grow
at less than half the rate it did for
the 2011-2012 school year, when
it jumped by 9 percent. This is the
lowest percentage increase in at
least 16 years, part of a conscious
effort by school administration.
“We have been averaging
high single-digit (percentage) tuition increases for a long period,”
said President David Laughlin.
“We’ve been working to get to a
point where we don’t do that any
more. This is what I hope would
be the first in a number of years
where we’ve got, you know, a 4
percent increase.”
The increase was decided
upon at a meeting of the school’s
Board of Trustees on Wednesday.
The largest factor in this increase
was an increase in pay to faculty
and staff. Staff pay will increase
by 3 percent and faculty pay will
increase by 2 percent, though the
continued on page 4
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In front of large
SLUH crowd,
Hockey edged out
by rival CBC 3-1 at
Scottrade Center
see story on page 7
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Kwapis, ’75, directs Big Miracle
Recreating the rescue of three trapped gray
whales proves challenging for Ken Kwapis,
’75, as he directs Big Miracle. Page 5

Schulte wins Kevin Kline award
Father of SLUH theater Joe Schulte was selected to receive the first-ever Kevin Kline
Award for Lifetime Achievement in professional theater. Page 2

SLUH hosts Harmony Mass
ACES hosts students from nine schools
to pray for and discuss justice and social
awareness. Page 2

Varsity Racquetball remains top dogs
Core seniors led the Racquetbills to another national championship and recordbreaking season. Page 6
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Harmony Mass and group sessions discuss diversity
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John Lan Tran, S.J. gives a homily to the students from various schools at Monday’s Harmony Mass.
BY Will Smith
REPORTER

J

ustice and social awareness
were the key themes of the Harmony Mass and the group breakout sessions afterward, which
were held Monday from ninethirty to twelve thirty.
ACES moderator Chip Clatto and English teacher Frank
Kovarik organized the Harmony
Mass, a multi-school event, and
John Lan Tran, S.J., officiated at
the Mass. Nine of the 12 Harmony schools participated in the
Mass, including CBC and DeS-

met. Vianney does not have a
Harmony program so its students
did not participate.
In the breakout sessions after
the Mass, the group watched the
1966 PBS documentary “Sixteen
in Webster Groves.”
“The movie focused on the
homogenous species of caucasians in Webster Groves,” Said
Clatto.
The filmmakers chose to
profile Webster Groves because
they viewed it as “six square miles
of the American Dream.” The
film portrays upper middle class

Webster students as materialistic,
self-absorbed and indifferent to
the difficulties of others less fortunate, including African Americans and the mentally disabled.
The film emphasized the importance of moving out of one’s comfort zone to embrace justice and
social awareness.
“I thought it was successful.
I though that there were a lot of
important and interesting comments that were made in the big
groups in the discussion,” said
Kovarik. “I thought that the Mass
was a neat way for people from all

around the St. Louis area and different schools to celebrate the Eucharist together and be together
sacramentally.”
Tran thought the Mass went
fairly well. He said that most students, especially SLUH students,
acted with respect and reverence.
Tran noticed, however, that a few
students from other schools talked and were disruptive during the
Mass.
“I thought last year as a whole
was better, this year was okay. I
think as a Mass there are some
details that could have made it
better. The Mass started late and
throughout the Mass a lot of kids
were talking.”
“As I walked around the
tables in the small group discussions, I heard people all around
the area talking about interesting things: you know, diversity
in their schools and their neighborhoods, and just learning from
peers that might come from different places and different backgrounds,” said Kovarik.
Kovarik noted he was thinking about ways to improve next
year’s Mass, because he plans to
co-moderate ACES next year with
Clatto.
“One thing I thought we
could better next year was to
give the moderators from other
schools a clearer role in the discussion and during the event in
general,” said Kovarik.
Sam Fentress contributed reporting.

Mock Trial moves to Regionals, has high hopes for State
BY Joe Klein and Jack
NEWS EDITOR, REPORTER
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n their second match of the
year, St. Louis U. High’s Mock
Trial team emerged victorious Tuesday, Feb. 21, qualifying
themselves for the Regional competition and raising hopes of success at State.
The varsity squad defended
the case against Kirkwood, while
JV faced off against Crossroads
Prep. Both teams finished with
winning scores: varsity finished a
perfect 3-0 and junior varsity finished with a 2-1 record.
The Mock Trial competition
is run by the Bar Association of
Metropolitan St. Louis, who also
creates the case. This year’s case
centered on religious discrimination and whether it played a
role in the firing of a high school
teacher.
In Tuesday’s competition, the
varsity played the role of defense
while JV prosecuted against their
respective opponents. Both teams
were already familiar with the
case, as they argued the same one
at January’s meet, although then
their roles as prosecution and defense were reversed.
Varsity’s perfect score was a
result of their intense preparation
and the great deal of experience
they have accumulated. Many of
the students on varsity had been
on the team for most of their tenure at SLUH.
One standout was senior
Eddie Rowles, who was crucial
to varsity’s second victory of the
season.
“He knows the rules of evi-

Senior Adam Hunn makes his case at the Mock Trial match against Kirkwood.

dence better than anyone else in
the team,” said sophomore Sam
Beckman. “He’s very good at using them in objections, and at getting his overall composure in the
courtroom. He commands everyone’s attention.”
Beckman also mentioned senior Adam Hunn, who participated in his first mock trial match,
as a key player. In the individual
voting, Hunn scored very highly
for a newcomer.
“We really depended on him
a lot,” said Rowles.
The success of SLUH’s JV
team cannot be overlooked either. Contrasting with varsity’s
experience, the JV team is made
up mostly of newcomers to mock

trial. However, that lack of experience didn’t hold them back.
Freshman Jack Barbey and junior
Joel Ocampo, who filled in as a
witness at the last minute, were
keys in their latest match against
Crossroads and their earlier victory against Pattonville.
“For most of our team, this
was the first year at Mock Trial,
but we actually did very well,” said
Beckman, who is the JV squad’s
captain. “The matchups were
fairly even. We weren’t completely
blown away.”
With both team’s continued
success throughout the season,
SLUH has been able to qualify for
a fourth-seed spot at the Regionals. They were only allowed to

send one squad along, however.
Next week, the combined squad
will face off against Clayton and
Lutheran South, hoping to gain a
berth at the State meet.
“I think we have a very good
shot of at least qualifying (for
State),” said Beckman. “Last year,
we got knocked out in the first
round. This year, we hope to go
further than that.”
However, the path to State
is a difficult one. Clayton and
Lutheran South are very strong,
experienced teams, and aim to
give SLUH a run for their money.
Therefore, the squad has stepped
up their practice recently, hoping
to enter well-prepared.
continued on page 3

Schulte wins
Kevin Kline
award
Recognizes lifetime
achievement in theater
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Schulte speaks at SLUH’s Fine Arts
presentation in December.
BY Stephen
STAFF

“

T

Lumetta

hey are the Tonys, they are
the Oscars, of St. Louis,”
said longtime theater teacher Joe
Schulte about the Kevin Kline
Awards.
Schulte learned last week that
he has been selected to receive
the first Kevin Kline Award for
Lifetime Achievement in Professional Theatre. The Kevin Kline
Awards are given out by the Professional Theatre Council of St.
Louis and are named after St.
Louis native Kevin Kline, theater
and film actor who has won both
Tony Awards and an Academy
Award.
This is the seventh year for
the Kline awards and the first year
for having an award for lifetime
achievement.
“Well, I got a phone call when
I was out of town visiting my son,
and that was a message from (organizer) Ed Coffield. And he said,
‘Please call me; I have something
to discuss with you.’ Next day,
he called again and left another
message. And I was going to be
in Chicago the whole weekend.
So I called him (last week), and
he told me,” said Schulte, who was
surprised by the award, though
most of the nominators seemed to
think Schulte deserved the award.
“(Coffield) told me, ‘You
appeared on everybody’s list.’
That’s basically what he said,” said
Schulte.
Schulte emphasized that
while the award is nice, he enjoys
what he does and is not in the
business to receive awards.
“It’s an award for doing your
job well over a long (period of)
time. It happens. My kids are
more excited about it than I am,
let’s put it that way,” said Schulte.
Schulte is still receiving attention for the award.
“I got stopped at lunch today
by somebody, an alum, who said,
‘Congratulations.’ It was in the
paper again this morning, I understand. They had a little article
there,” said Schulte.
Schulte will officially receive
the award on April 2 at the Loretto-Hilton Center. He will deliver
an acceptance speech as well.
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Letter to the Editors

Racquetball deserves more recognition
To the editors:
Ho Hum. Racquetball wins
another national title. A great
summary by Fritz Simmon. Let’s
see, where shall we place the article? Front page? No? We can put
the Chinese variety show on page
five and Racquetball on page six.
Folks, if what SLUH players
do is so easy, ask yourself why our
MCC opponents have only won
a combined three State titles in
the past 32 years and no other St.
Louis team has ever won the Boys

Team National Championship?
Our matches are rarely, if
ever, announced over the PA.
We are one of the most successful sports programs in SLUH
history because I have superior coaching assistants. Who
are they? Besides coach Robert
Hoffmann and coach Pat Zarrick, I have seniors All-American
Joe Koch, Rob Laurentius, Fritz
Simmon, Jack Mohrmann, Luke
Hagerty, and Ryan Shea. We are
where we are because of players’
dedication to each other as well as

to the sport: superior individuals
dedicated to a common goal.
Bravo to the many faculty
members and students who have
gone out of their way to offer their
congratulations to these exceptional athletes. Three national
championships in four years is
truly an incomparable accomplishment for our seniors and an
inspiration to the other 53 athletes playing racquetball.
Dr. Joe Koestner
Racquetball Head Coach

Editors: Matt Cooley, Joe Klein, Nate Heagney, Jack Witthaus, Ryan Dowd
Cartoons are the opinion of the artist and do not represent the opinion of
the Prep News or of St. Louis U. High.

News Feature

Parking snobbery, dumpster ultimatums, and car free days
The taming of sustainability at SLUH

BY Stephen
STAFF

W

Lumetta

hy have the trash cans been
disappearing from classrooms? Why is there a “Recycling
for the Common Good” campaign? Why was a transportation
survey administered to the community? Why is there a Sustainability Committee?
For the past few weeks, I have
been looking in the Prep News archives and conducting interviews
to see how the concept of sustainability came about at SLUH.
Efforts to make environmental consciousness a priority at
SLUH have often been sporadic
and fragmented in the past, but a
series of spaced-out and seemingly unrelated events in the past decade have led to more organized
efforts to make SLUH a more sustainable school.
An Environmental Club was
founded in 2002. The purpose of
the club was to organize awareness about the environment at
SLUH, a topic that had not gained
a lot of attention.
“The environment is not a
political issue, it’s a moral and
an ethical (issue) that everyone
needs to deal with,” said thensophomore Micah Manary, ’07, in
2004 (Volume 69, Issue 24).
The year after that, SLUH’s
paper recycling company, Abitibi
Consolidated Inc., threatened
to take away SLUH’s only paper
recycling dumpster on Berthold
Avenue unless SLUH dramatically increased its paper recycling
within 60 days (Volume 70, Issue
13). The reason for this ultimatum
was that SLUH’s paper dumpster
was barely being used, and Abitibi
could have used the dumpster in
other places.
After meeting with thenDirector of Facilities Patrick Zarrick, Abitibi cancelled the ultimatum once SLUH drew up a plan to
increase its paper recycling.
The ultimatum drew a response from the SLUH community. Science teachers Steve Kuensting and Bill Anderson and art
teacher Joan Bugnitz helped organize an effort to increase recycling. The renamed Environmen-

tal Action Club (EAC), the AP
Environmental Science classes,
and the Science Club started to
go to classrooms twice a week to
collect paper recycling. The initiative worked as the dumpster filled
for the first time that year, and
SLUH’s recycling program did not
die that year, thanks to a few dedicated faculty and students.
“We’ve had huge improvements. We’ve come from doing
nothing to doing as much as we
can,” said then-senior Cliff Leek,
’06, on saving SLUH’s recycling
program (Volume 70, Issue 31).
Later that year, then-senior
Tony Meyer, ’06, put boxes in the
cafeteria so that students could
recycle plastic bottles. Meyer then
brought the bottles to his house to
be recycled.
SLUH then began to focus
on other forms of sustainability
with its first-ever Car-Free Day
on April 24, 2007. About 300 students and 30 faculty participated.
The purpose of the day was to
encourage members of the SLUH
community to find different ways
to get to school other than the
popularly-used car.
But perhaps what prompted
SLUH’s first Car-Free Day occurred two months earlier. English teacher Rich Moran created
shockwaves when he suggested
that a preferential parking program be implemented. The parking program would grant closer
parking to drivers of non-SUV
cars because of the danger that
SUVs posed to the environment
and to other drivers. People
quickly lined up on either side of
the aisle to state their opinion.
“What I really would like to
do is to somehow change people’s
attitudes about these big vehicles.
I’d like to make SLUH the epicenter of a movement that uses the
power of snobbery to discourage
the purpose and use of vehicles
that degrade the environment
and create danger on the roads.
In other words, I’d like to make it
uncool for people to drive SUVs
and big trucks,” said Moran at the
time (Volume 71, Issue 21).
Moran’s proposal immediately sparked a fierce debate about
whether climate change existed

and what role SLUH had in regards to climate change.
Two SLUH parents, Bob
Tandler and H. Regina Austermann, wrote separate letters
objecting to Moran’s proposal.
Austermann called the parking
resolutions “easy manipulation of
feel-good intentions” (Volume 71,
Issue 22).
Student Council, or STUCO,
debated what actions to take regarding Moran’s proposal. This
sparked further debate, and various members of the SLUH community wrote letters to the Prep
News to support or oppose Moran’s proposal.
In May of that year, STUCO
administered a survey to the student body about Moran’s proposal. By a margin of two to one,
the student body rejected Moran’s
proposal, and four to one voted
to keep senior parking privileges.
However, 55 percent believed that
some privileges could be given to
people who carpooled (Volume
71, Issue 30).
In the fall of 2007, STUCO
wrote a letter to the Prep News
saying that it had unanimously
voted to reject Moran’s proposal
because it was not a “viable” way
to change the SLUH community’s
mindset (Volume 72, Issue 1).
“I still hope that it (the proposal) can happen,” said Moran in
a recent interview. “I was attempting to be provocative then. I didn’t
necessarily believe it was going to
happen, but I wanted people to
start thinking about the cost of
their choices, not just to them but
to the planet.”
While Moran’s controversial
idea never became a reality, the
idea of sustainability never died.
Sustainability continued to happen in big ways and small, including charitable drives and fair
trade initiatives.
“The fact that Coach Ross
and the basketball team collected
shoes for the shoe guy—that’s sustainability,” said Lodholz, citing
many examples of sustainability’s
broader definition.
Social studies teacher Tom
Zinselmeyer has been working
on getting his Certificate of Education in Global Sustainability

through Webster University.
“It’s a way to talk about the
Jesuit mission, global citizenship,
sustainability with economics, social equity, (and) environmental
responsibility,” said Zinselmeyer
of the graduate-level certification.
This certificate prompted
conversations between Zinselmeyer and Lodholz about sustainability. Lodholz and Zinselmeyer then started to get together
with Anderson to talk about what
issues SLUH faces in terms of
sustainability and environmental consciousness. Anderson’s AP
Environmental Science class had
put together a plan for a community garden, getting rid of plastic
water bottles on campus, using renewable materials in the cafeteria,
and creating a more sustainable
food program.
Meanwhile, English teacher
Rich Moran wanted to start a
community garden as well, and he
won some grant money last year.
“I felt like I was stuck in the
middle hearing all of these concerns bubble up, but these people weren’t together in the same
room talking to one another, and
I thought, ‘If we could get this
collective energy all moving together…’,” said principal John Moran on hearing several different
sustainability-related ideas.
Following a decade of loosely-coordinated ideas, formal and
coordinated action regarding sustainability started to form.
“Mr. Anderson, Mr. Zinselmeyer, and I had lunch with
Moran over the summer and
said, ‘These are the issues we really want to continue working on.

Subscribe online:
sluh.org/prepnews

We want to make sure we bring
together diverse groups of the
faculty, students, parents, and
community shareholders and we
want to work on issues of sustainability, but we don’t want to have
a committee!’ That was our goal,”
said Lodholz, laughing. “But Dr.
Moran looked at us and said, ‘I
think it’s time that you guys have
a committee.’ And so that’s kinda
how it formed, and he very kindly
offered from the very beginning
to be on the committee and to
help. He said that this was an issue that he really wanted to focus
in on this year.”
Part of the reason for not
wanting to have a committee was
fears that a committee would be
slow and burdensome and would
be less productive. However, Moran felt that it would be impossible to coordinate efforts to make
SLUH sustainable without organization.
To get the committee started,
Lodholz set up a meeting schedule for the first semester, having
it meet weekly. She also stepped
into a leadership role to oversee
the committee and helped in developing a plan for the committee. That plan includes four main
ideas: recycling and waste, energy,
sustainable food, and a community garden.
Thanks to a very small group
of people working to change the
culture of SLUH over the past decade, the movement is starting to
gain momentum and evolve from
a slow, sporadic and fragmented
movement it once was. Sustainability is underway at SLUH.

@sluhprepnews

Mock Trial wins second meet
(continued from page 2)
“Missouri has a really strong
competitive field. They have
strong teams,” said coach Anne
Marie Lodholz.
Regionals will begin next
Tuesday, when the final 16 teams
in the metropolitan area compete

at the Clayton Municipal Courthouse. SLUH’s next match comes
Tuesday evening, when they will
play the role of the defense against
Lutheran South. They will follow
that with another match Thursday
against Clayton, where they will
prosecute.
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Tuition growth rate at 16-year low thanks to fiscal restraint
Tuition increases, 2006 to present
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(continued from page 1)
faculty raise will also be
around 3 percent when the faculty pay structure is factored in,
according to Vice President of
Administration Joe Komos.

The increase in tuition will
be matched by a 4.36 percent increase in financial aid, which will
total $3.018 million, the first time
tuition assistance has ever topped
$3 million. This reflects almost
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a tripling of financial aid since
2007, when only $1.1 million was
available. The increase in financial
aid tries to address concerns over
the increased tuition.
“You always worry about (tu-

ition getting too high for some
students to pay), but I think our
goal with financial aid is to continue to allow any young man
who has the academic ability to
go to St. Louis U. High to come
to school here regardless of his
ability to pay, and I think because
of the generosity of our benefactors we’ll be able to continue to do
that,” said Komos.
The lower rate of increase
this year was due to a focus on
controlling costs in administration and other areas that do not
directly affect student programs.
“One of the things we tried
very, very hard to do this year was
to look at expenses that don’t really affect student programs and
try to control those costs to help
hold tuition down,” said Komos.
“Our goal, really, was to try to
hold costs down without in any
way degrading student programs
in the school, which I think we’ve
done.”
“We try to moderate anything that’s not kind of student
programming, or safety or nec-

essary facilities. We’ve generally
held our costs on those things
quite well,” said Laughlin.
“We have some things in
banking that we’re dealing with to
create some efficiencies and save a
lot of money. On insurance, we’ve
been fortunate that we’ve escaped
some of the big increases, like
on medical insurance, that other
people have experienced. Focusing on things like how we buy
paper, even how we acquire our
computer equipment or technology are part of reducing costs,”
said Komos.
A gap continues to exist between the cost of tuition and the
amount of money the school
spends on each student, which
will be approximately $16,089
next school year. The $1,724 difference is an indirect subsidy by
SLUH’s benefactors and has been
decreasing over the past six years
as part of an effort to free up more
money for financial assistance.
Joe Klein contributed reporting.

Mission Week raises over $20,000 with a mixer, dress down days
(continued from page 1)
Vice President of Public Relations Chris Lynas. The numbers
were “around eight or nine hundred less than the Back-to-School
Mixer, but quite frankly, it was
hard to even notice. I was pleasantly surprised,” said Lynas.
STUCO estimated that 1100
of the attendees were girls from
other high schools, with the remainder being SLUH students.
Lynas noted that the mixer
added an important dimension to
the week’s activity. “Earlier in the
week, it was all SLUH’s money, all
SLUH kids doing everything ...
but with the mixer, we were able
to bring people into the community to help donate as well. So I
thought that was a neat aspect,”
he said.
The Mission Week Mixer
also incorporated an element new
to SLUH events: an online ticketing system for female attendees,
intended to prevent too many
people from coming to the campus and being turned away, nicknamed the “Tixer.”
Said Mathews, “With the
tickets being sold online, we
didn’t know how that would turn
out, but it ended up doing really
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Students play teacher Tim O’Keefe in a game of Rock’em Sock’em Robots to raise money for Mission Week charities.

well.”
Lynas added, “We’re moving
into the future ... The administrators really wanted a better way to
manage all these kids rushing into
the school, and we didn’t want to
turn away girls, and that whole
debacle that always happens at
the Back-to-School Mixer. The

plan was ... the girls reserved their
spots, and we got a number back,
so before the mixer we knew how
to handle the numbers. It was just
a planning thing.”
Although the mixer was wellreceived on the whole, there was
some resistance to the new ticket
system. Said senior Jack Kelley,

“The mixer was well-organized
and well promoted, but I’m not
a fan of having the girls buy tickets, because I do think that scared
some girls away.”
The inclusion of the mixer in
the festivities was a bit unusual for
some. Junior Neil Gaynor said,
“(The mixer) doesn’t totally fit

with the theme of mission week.
It’s kind of a self-indulgent activity, yet at the same time it raised
thousands of dollars for the missions, which is always a good
thing.”
Some students mentioned
the special apparel as building a
sense of community during the
week, while others pointed to
the dress-down opportunities as
crucial to creating a special atmosphere for the week.
Kelley said, “Dressing down
made it feel more comfortable,
and guys just got in a better mood
to donate money. ... When I’m in
sweats and a T-shirt, I feel more
able to enjoy myself, and I’m sure
others were, too.”
“My favorite moment was
serving pancakes at the pancake
breakfast at 7:30,” said Lynas.
“I saw we had a line all the way
across the Commons, and I was
really nervous, I didn’t know if we
could feed all these people, and
then Mr. Kesterson came down
and said, don’t worry, we can take
attendance later, and let the people get their breakfast.”
As with the rest of the week,
enthusiastic SLUH students and
supportive faculty combined to
make the fundraising a success.
photo | Ben Banet

Poetry Night

Last night in the Confucius Classroom, the Poetry Club held its first poetry night, where students and faculty shared poems from favorite authors and of their own composition. Clockwise from Terry Quinn: Stephen Nelson, Tom Blood, Greg Fister, Luke Naegeli, Jack Witthaus, John Bromell, Frank Corley, Matei Stefanescu, and Hart L’Ecuyer.
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Kwapis ‘75 battles sun, ice, and malfunctioning whales for Big Miracle
BY John Webb
CORE STAFF

F

ilm directing might be the
only profession where it’s necessary to coordinate the underwater repair of robotic whales. Big
Miracle, directed by Ken Kwapis
’75, was released by Universal Studios on Feb. 3. To make the film,
Kwapis had to brave the Alaskan
weather, manage over 100 people
on set, and then spend hundreds
of hours in the editing room.
Big Miracle tells the story of
a 1988 international rescue operation to free three gray whales
trapped in an ice hole in Barrow,
Alaska, the northernmost city
in the United States. The whales
were unable to swim the six miles
from the ice hole to the sea because they could not hold their
breath that long without surfacing
for air. After a local reporter broke
the story, it quickly spread to regional and then national news
outlets, which eventually triggered a massive rescue operation.
The story of Big Miracle began long before it made its way on
screen. From start to finish, the
entire project took two years.
Kwapis was approached
about directing Big Miracle before
the studio had a finished script or
lead actors. Since many studios
will not even allow a production
to begin shooting unless they feel
they have lead actors worth investing in, it took over six months
to bring Big Miracle to a point
where it could begin shooting.
The final version of Big Miracle has no shortage of star power,
as Kwapis cast Drew Barrymore
and John Krasinski as the leads,
two actors that he has worked
with in the past. Ted Danson was
also cast as an oil tycoon.

Alaskan Ice
Kwapis began shooting Big
Miracle in the fall of 2010. The
60-day filming process was physically grueling. Kwapis even did
physical training to prepare him
for the stamina needed to make
the movie.
Every scene, save some archival footage, was shot in Alaska. Kwapis fought hard to shoot
in Alaska for two main reasons.
First, he wanted to include the
Inupiat, a Native American tribe
that relies heavily on whaling as a
food source, in the film. The Inupiat can’t be found in Hollywood
or even in Canada. The only place
to find the Inupiat, who make up
more than half of the population
of Barrow, is in Alaska.
Secondly, he wanted to film
the movie in a cold environment
to give it a more authentic feel
and to add details that couldn’t be
produced on a Hollywood sound
stage.
“Unless you’re in real cold,
you won’t see visible breath coming out of the actors’ mouths. I
know it seems like a small detail,
but it’s the kind of detail that really adds credibility to scenes,”
said Kwapis.
Even though the filming took
place in Alaska, having a full-scale
production on Alaskan ice sheets
would have been too dangerous.

The ice sheets constantly shift, often closing up ice holes or creating new ones. If a member of the
production crew fell into an open
ice hole, they would likely die of
hypothermia. With a large production crew sometimes numbering in excess of 100 people,
there was also a very real danger
of polar bear attacks. Barrow itself
is also much too small of a town
to accommodate an entire production crew. For these reasons,
most of the scenes were shot in
Anchorage. A smaller crew later
went up to Barrow for a week and
a half to shoot some footage of the
landscape.
Since Big Miracle was shot in
a cold environment, it presented
some very unique problems for
Kwapis to solve. In the wintertime, Alaska loses daylight at a
rate of three minutes a day, and
that, coupled with unpredictable
weather, led to some setbacks.
“It was really cold, for starters. The weather was highly unpredictable. It would change
constantly,” he said. “One of the
things that was frustrating was being in the middle of a scene with
perfectly overcast weather, and
suddenly the clouds would part
and there would be the brightest
sunlight you had ever seen. Well,
if you can’t figure out how to create lighting continuity, the scene’s
going to look rather amateurish.”
To simulate the three trapped
gray whales, the production crew
built a water tank that housed
three animatronic whales outside
in Anchorage. The three robotic
whales were designed by engineers from New Zealand. Like
all machines, the robotic whales
would occasionally break. But
the New Zealand engineers didn’t
know how to dive, so they couldn’t
fix the whales themselves. Instead,
divers were
sent into
frigid water,
but
the divers
didn’t have
any experience in
engineering.
To
solve the
problem,
the engineers had
to communicate with the divers
through an earpiece.
“Imagine someone trying to
do surgery by phone,” said Kwapis. “That’s one of the obstacles I
had to face.”

“Imagine
someone
trying to
do surgery
by phone...”

A Playful Atmosphere
In order to ensure that Big
Miracle ran smoothly, Kwapis had
to be adept at managing people.
On set, Kwapis essentially is the
CEO. For Big Miracle, the ending credits easily surpassed 500
people, and while many of those
credits were for the visual effects
companies, on shooting days
there are typically over 100 people
on set.
The atmosphere on the set of
Big Miracle wasn’t domineering
since Kwapis doesn’t have what
many would consider the typical

photo | courtesy of Ken Kwapis

persona of a Hollywood director. He didn’t yell a lot on set. He
didn’t try to scare people into doing a good job. Instead, he tried to
encourage productivity by creating a positive work environment.
“Some directors like to crack
the whip. I tend not to do that,” he
said. “I tend to want to create an
atmosphere in which people really can’t wait to come to work. I
like to create an atmosphere that
makes people feel that they’re
there not only to work but to play.”
The moment when the scene
comes to life on set—the moment
when actors began speaking and
the cameras started to film—is the
result of countless hours of hard
work. Those moments were Kwapis’s favorite parts of working on
Big Miracle.
“When I’m shooting, I definitely imagine how I will edit it
later,” said Kwapis. “I plan the
cuts. I know that I want to be at
this angle at this moment. I definitely imagine cutting to another
angle at a very specific moment.”

Rediscovering a Scene
Kwapis and the editors spent
the next year working on Big
Miracle in post-production. The
original 1988 whale rescue was
covered by over 150 journalists from around the world, so
Kwapis wanted to retrieve some
archive footage and intersperse
this throughout the movie, a very
time-consuming process.
The preplanned cuts that
Kwapis had in his mind during
filming were challenged as he and
his team headed to the editing
room.
“The editing process is nothing if not surprising,” he said.
“Sometimes you don’t really know
what the scene is until you’ve explored it in the cutting room.” The
meaning of a scene is constantly
unfolding. That is actually one of
the most exciting things about
filmmaking. It’s really important, I
think, for a director not to assume
they know exactly the meaning
of a scene, but they should let the
scene unfold and speak to them.”
The editing process led into
the part of filmmaking that Kwapis hates: test screenings. Kwapis
handed the director’s cut to the
studio, which in turn showed it to
a test audience. About 20 people
were asked to stay behind for a
moderated round table discussion. If the movie is comedic,
Kwapis finds this process helpful
to see how some of the jokes play
with an audience, but other times
the test screening can inhibit a
movie’s message.
“If you’re making a film that’s
challenging in any way, an audience might say, ‘Well, we found
this very challenging.’ That may
be the point,” said Kwapis. “But
a studio might say, ‘Make it more
accessible. Make it more user
friendly.’ That has an effect of homogenizing movies as opposed
to enabling unique voices and
unique points of view to shine
through.”
Sometimes the test screening
process is repeated three or even
four times until the studio sees

Kwapis oversees the production of Big Miracle.

what they believe will be the most
marketable cut.

Early Influences
Kwapis first became interested making movies by going to the
movie theater. Kwapis said that St.
Louis had a great movie environment when he was growing up
here in the 1970s. From the stillstanding Sky View Drive-In in
Belleville to the Cinerama Theater
on Lindell to Webster University,
he was watching movies everywhere.
The ’70s were also a time
when many important American directors were making their
debut. George Lucas, Steven
Spielberg, and Martin Scorsese
all made their directorial debuts
around the time Kwapis was in
high school.
His freshman year at SLUH,
Kwapis took a freshman English
elective on Super 8 filmmaking.
After SLUH, Kwapis went to
college at Northwestern University and later did graduate work
at the University of Southern
California, where a short film he
directed won the student academy award. The student academy
award led to his first job offer to
direct what he calls “after-school
specials for television,” hour-long
movies broadcasters would show
in the afternoon.
In addition to the film class
his freshman year, Kwapis also attributes his success as a filmmaker to two activities everyone has
done during their time at SLUH:
listening to music and reading
good literature. Kwapis said music
has been a big positive influence
on his life, especially musicians
that he calls “cinematic storytellers” such as Randy Newman.

“I think literature is the key
to everything,” he said. “It’s so
important to be acquainted with
great fiction.”
Another aspect that Kwapis
believes is important to being a
good director is observing people
and their behavior. Part of the
difficulty of a director’s job is to
make actors in perfect makeup
who are speaking in seamless,
preplanned dialogue seem human
and relatable.
“I think a lot of what makes a
film great is when you feel there’s
something human on the screen,”
said Kwapis. “There’s nothing
more exciting to me than when
you see a moment in a movie or
a television show that feels relatable—painfully relatable.”
His advice for anyone aspiring to become a director is to not
give up.
“It’s not an easy or predictable career, but if you love it, I
guarantee you’ll figure out a way
to do it,” he said.

~ Corrections ~
Last week’s article on Mission
Week events incorrectly stated
that senior Adam Hunn spoke
about his Senior Project in Honduras. Senior Joe Esswein actually
spoke.
Last week’s hockey article incorrectly stated that senior Joey
Luongo transferred from CBC.
Luongo transferred from Chaminade.
The Prep News regrets these errors.
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All the way: season review

Racquetball parries its way past state to National win
photo | courtesy of Will Powers

Senior Rob Laurentius looks over National brackets.
BY Fritz Simmon
REPORTER

N

ational Champions. State
Champions. 10-0 in league
play. Gary Hendren Invitational
Champions. Top Seed Tournament Champions.

The St. Louis High racquetball team accomplished all of
these things this season. It was a
historic ending to one of the most
successful seasons in the history
of SLUH racquetball.

The team began the season
with uncertainty. With ten seniors and two juniors all fighting
it out for the last four of six varsity
spots, head coach Joseph Koestner decided to make a bold move.
He kept juniors Lorenzo Crim
and A.J. Cirillo at the last two
singles spots and made seniors
Luke Hagerty and Ryan Shea the
rare lefty-righty doubles team.
The eight remaining seniors made
up the Varsity 2 team, something
that Koestner had only done once
before.
Koestner’s daring moves paid
off. The “Shagerty” doubles team
went on to become State champions and finish third in Nationals.
Cirillo won both State and Nationals. Crim finished second in
State and Nationals.
Koestner said, “The reason
we had a second varsity was because the level of play amongst
the seniors was so high that I felt
that they would just be bored silly
playing at the JV level. They deserved to play at the varsity level.
Will Powers did an excellent job at
leading their team, and I thought
Kevin Landgraf had an excellent
season as well.”
The final four spots of the
varsity were taken by seniors
Joe Koch, Rob Laurentius, Fritz
Simmon, and Jack Mohrmann.
These four had been key factors
for SLUH the past three years
and this was their year to shine.
Mohrmann and Koch each won
State. For Mohrmann, this was his
second State title in a row. Right
behind them, Simmon took sec-

ond in State and Laurentius took
third.
Looking back on his SLUH
racquetball career, Mohrmann
said, “I couldn’t have asked for a
better way to end my racquetball
career than this year. No matter
how little attention we get, both
myself and the rest of the team are
thrilled beyond belief with how
this year turned out. My only wish
is that I could come back next
year and do it all again.”
One of the biggest factors of
SLUH racquetball’s success this
season came from the coaching.
Koestner runs the Sunday night
practices and weekly matches and
constantly sends the team emails
keeping them informed and
amused.
Assistant coaches Rob Hoffman and Patrick Zarrick have
historically done most of the
technical racquetball training
and deserve credit for this season.
Zarrick coached Varsity 2 while
Hoffman led JV 1-1 to a second
place finish in state.
Coaches Koestner, Hoffman,
and Zarrick kept the players at
the top of their games both as
racquetball players and as people.
SLUH racquetball and the success
of this year would not have been
possible without them.
Zarrick said, “I was real
pleased with the progress of the
team throughout the season. They
had a good spirit, they supported
each other, and the guys that went
to Nationals really raised their
level of play by giving everything
they had.”

Rugby off to a 4-1 start, relying on veteran seniors
photo | Ben Banet

BY Sam Fentress
REPORTER

A

fter a tournament in Tulsa
and its regular season opener, the St. Louis U. High rugby
team (4-1) is off to a strong start.
The team beat DeSmet 20-15 last
Saturday and pulled a 43-7 win
over Kirkwood Wednesday night.
Coach Chris Keeven holds high
expectations for the rest of the
season.
“We’ve got 20 or 21 seniors,
and so there’s a lot of veteran
leadership on the club right now.
We’ve played four games already,
and you can see that technically
we’ve got a really solid formation,”
said Keeven.
Key players for the season include senior back Michael Henry,
senior forwards Mason Jungels,
and Paul Fentress, and captains
Nick Sykora, a back and Aaron
Kerwood, a forward.
The team, formed in 2010,
has placed second and third the
past two years, respectively.
“Our goal is to win State,”
said Keeven.
Both DeSmet and SLUH
came out firing early on, exchanging punches, until eventually
DeSmet scored the first points.
DeSmet controlled the game for
a short time, but SLUH eventually
regained momentum after two
tries from Fentress and Jungels.
“The first half was really fast-

Owensville
competition
pushes Rifle
into national
contest
BY David
REPORTER

Ayeke

A

fter weeks of preparation,
the Saint Louis U. High rifle
team drove to the Ovensville, Ill.
gun club for its last match of the
season. The team was incredibly
anxious for the match.
“We could not assume immediate qualification this year,” said
coach Will Bresnahan. “Another
Missouri high school just bought
precision rifles this year, and their
team was shooting in the 2,300’s.”
In order for the team to qualify this year, the team needed to
shoot a 2,280, or 27 points higher
than their score against Montgomery Bell Academy.
“The MBA score was our
lowest of the year,” said Bresnahan, “but I was expecting an increase, especially in our scores for
kneeling.”
Shortly after the three-hour
match, the varsity team members
learned they had scored 2,274, a
mere six points lower than their
goal.
“We basically got lucky this
year. The NRA changed it so that
each state’s team champion, any
team scoring 2260 and any individual scoring 580 are all invited
to the national championship,”
said Bresnahan.
Although the team narrowly
escaped defeat, they still have two
major hurdles to face in June for
the competition.
Both juniors Luke Brooks
and Ian Stroube will be unable to
practice in June for the National
championship.
“Luke will be in Russia, and
I’ll be home for one day in June.
I’ll get home from Germany two
days before we go to Alabama for
the competition,” said Stroube.
“In the end, the top freshman
will go to Nationals with the other
three varsity members,” said Bresnahan regarding Brooks’ absence.
Thomas Lally, Chip Alfaro,
Matt Bates, and Brennan McFarland shot the best of the freshman
team.
“It’s a tight competition for
us,” said Alfaro. “We all shot
within four points of each other
at the match, and we can always
improve.”

Wrestling
Captains
Varsity rugby practices on the Upper Field by Downey Field House. They have had a strong season so far.

paced and quick; they were hitting us hard, but we kept pushing
and came back,” said Fentress.
Thanks to a last-minute try
from senior John Larkin, SLUH
won 20-15.
Keeven said that the reason
they won was simple.
“I thought that our athletes
were just better than their athletes. We were in better shape.
We were more technical,” said
Keeven.

Keeven noted that there were
weak points on the team as well.
“One of the finer points (we
need to work on) is team management,” said Keeven. “It’s better
than it was last year, but we still
have work to do.”
Almost two weeks ago, the
SLUH rugby team headed to Tulsa, Okla. for a tournament, where
they first matched up against
Bartlesville high school, eventually crushing them 71-0. Senior

Michael Henry had four tries.
Later that day, the Jr. Bills
beat Blue Valley High school 2414. The team stayed in Tulsa the
next day, where they lost 15-7 to
rival Bixby, Okla.
The Jr. Bills’ next matchup will take place on Thursday
against rugby arch rival Eureka.

Rising seniors Sam Wilhelm,
Jack Flotte, and Neck Geiser
will captain next ycar’s wrestling team per Coach Jon
Ott’s announcement at the
wrestling banquet earlier this
week. Wilhelm (220) wrestled
to a 34-13 record before an injury default cost him a chance
at a state tournament berth.
Flotte was 10-6 before a wrist
injury ended the 132-pounder’s season. Geiser split time
between 132 and 138 earning
10 wins on the year.
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BY Justin
REPORTER

Sinay

F

ourteen buses, almost 600
SLUH fans, 28 Jr. Bill hockey
players, but no Challenge Cup.
Wednesday night the St.
Louis U. High varsity hockey
team played in the Challenge
Cup final at the Scottrade Center,
the second time a Jr. Bill hockey
team has ever played in the event.
Three years ago, the Jr. Bills lost a
4-2 game to CBC. This time, unfortunately, saw a similar result, as
CBC came away with a 3-1 win.
A horde of students crowded
the buses and rode down to the
Scottrade Center, sporting their
new SLUH Hockey Challenge
Cup t-shirts. Others drove cars
and some even took the Metrolink. Regardless of the form of
transportation, the turnout was
fantastic.
Junior Stephen Lordo said, “I
just wish we could’ve won it for
the seniors and the fans.”
In the first period, both
teams had plenty of scoring opportunities, and CBC had a power play late in the period, but the
period ended scoreless, as the Jr.
Bills’ penalty killing unit was once
again stellar. The Jr. Bills held a
5-4 shot advantage in the first period.
Head coach Charlie Busenhart said, “The confidence level
was there at the beginning of the
game. We were going to do it. We
were going to win.”
Junior Nick Walters said,
“Everyone was nervous that first
shift, but after a few minutes you
got comfortable.”
Unfortunately, the Jr. Bill

penalty kill didn’t come through
the next time, as CBC went on
their second power play a little
more than four minutes into the
second period, and scored a minute later.
Busenhart said, “Their game
plan was to put two people in
front of the net as much as possible. Our game plan was to clear
out the people in front of the net.
There were three times during the
game where we didn’t clear people
out, and (Thomas Place) saw the
puck, but this time there were
four people in front of him. He
couldn’t see the puck.”
The Jr. Bills got a power play
of their own four minutes later
and capitalized on the opportunity, as senior Trent Lulow went top
shelf on the CBC goalie. Seniors
Dan Warnecke and Tim Coleman
were credited with the assists.
The second period ended
with the Jr. Bills posting an additional 15 shots to their first period
total.
The Jr. Bills went on another
power play early in the third period but failed to capitalize on the
crucial opportunity. Senior goalie
Thomas Place, however, was on
his game, and made several big
saves and kept the Jr. Bills in the
game.
Busenhart said, “Thomas had
an excellent game, he made several terrific saves.”
To the great disappointment
of the Jr. Bill faithful, CBC netted
a goal with five minutes to go, taking a 2-1 lead.
The Jr. Bills went on a power
play before the game ended, but
CBC scored an empty net goal
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CBC goaltender Joe O’Brien stones senior captain Trent Lulow’s drive at the net. Lulow scored SLUH’s only goal.

with 3.7 seconds to seal their
twelfth Challenge Cup Title.
Busenhart said, “We got
tired at the end of the game. We
were just a step slower than we
should’ve been. They should be
proud that they did everything
they could do produce a win.
There weren’t any major mistakes
made by the players. I was happy
with our performance, not with
the result, but definitely with the
performance.”
The fans, although disappointed, showed up in huge num-

bers, and the Jr. Bills had a noticeably larger crowd than that of the
Cadets.
Walters said, “We are so
grateful to all the fans that came
to support us.”
Lordo added, “It was a great
game and even better experience.
I was proud to be a part of it.”
The Jr. Bills finished with a
record of 22-3-3. They had beaten
CBC twice in their three meetings during the regular season.
Busenhart, who had completed
his 41st season as coach of the Jr.

Water Polo Blue/White Games
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Senior and goalie Justin Ramacciotti of the White team (center) jolts for the water polo ball
as two of the Blue team’s offense dash to regain possession. The freshmen and seniors were
split onto either the Blue or White team. The White team captured the win, but a clock malfunction 30 seconds before the end of the game confused observers of the final score.There
was a second Blue v. White game between the classes of `13 and `14, and, despite the weight
belts that tampered with their form, the juniors took the victory.

Busenhart ends 41 years as head hockey coach
(continued from page 7)
ing to clinics, and going to
games to see what’s happening.”
Although competitive, SLUH
never won a championship under Busenhart. The Jr. Bills made
seven semifinals appearances and
two Challenge Cup finals.
CBC and DeSmet constantly
challenged Busenhart’s teams.
Collectively, the schools have won
26 championships, over half the
number of championship games
during Mid-State’s existence.
But the rivalries against CBC
and DeSmet created a large fan
base—a fan base that held a huge
affection toward the magnetic

Busenhart.
“Hockey games were always
fun to attend,” avid SLUH sports
fan Sean Sullivan said. “Mr. B definitely added to that. We would
ask him questions about the
games in homeroom. He’d never
reveal too much.”
SLUH Athletic Director Dick
Wehner noticed that the biggest
cheer during the introductions
at the Challenge Cup game on
Wednesday was for Busenhart.
“That’s our kids telling him,
‘Coach, we love you.’ And that
is worth more than any win, any
accolade, any trophy right there,”
said Wehner.

Bill hockey team, is retiring.
Busenhart said, “It was one
of the better seasons, if not the
best season, that we’ve ever had.
Forty-one years is a long time to
coach anything. It’s time to give
somebody else the opportunity to
coach a great team.”
Walters added, “Even though
we couldn’t win that last game, it
was an incredible season, and I
just want to say thank you to the
seniors, the fans, and most of all,
coach Busenhart.”

CBC hockey head coach John
Jost was surprised that Busenhart
is retiring.
“I know he wanted to win a
championship very badly,” Jost
said. “I have the utmost respect for
him. I know he gave his heart and
soul to St. Louis U. High hockey.
He will definitely be missed, not
only by SLUH hockey, but by all
of Mid-States.”
Senior captain Trent Lulow
won’t forget how much he invested in the team.
“Mr. B is a really cool guy …
He’s been around hockey so much
that he knows the game,” Lulow
said. “He’s a good coach because

he cares so much. I think he’s the
first coach that’s cared that much,”
said Lulow.
Wehner believes that Busenhart deserves to be recognized at
SLUH as an outstanding coach.
“From an athletic and coaching standpoint, I think he’s been
under appreciated,” Wehner said.
“Because you know you always
talk about guys like Emmett
Hannick, Ebbie Dunn, Paul Martel. Well, you know what, Charlie
Busenhart needs to be right up
there with those guys.”
“Mr. B is SLUH hockey,” said
Lulow.

Busenhart’s record

497 wins
414 losses
98 ties
Compiled from records
published in the Prep
News (2005 and 2009 seasons) and the Dauphin
Yearbook (all other seasons).
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Friday, March 9
AP

Jr. Class Mass
Snack—Curly Fries
Lunch Special—Bosco Cheese Pizza
Healthy—Fish n’ Chips

Schedule R

Saturday, March 10

9am
JV Lacrosse Jamboree
10:30am JV Rugby @ CBC
7pm
Mom Prom

12pm
4pm

Father/Son Banquet

Monday, March 12

Schedule R
University of Kentucky
Lindenwood University
Snack—Chili Cheese Nachos
10:30am University of Dallas (Sign up in Naviance)
4pm
JV Lacrosse vs. CBC Memphis
6pm
V Lacrosse vs. CBC Memphis
7pm
Mission Appalachia Parent/Student Meeting
Lunch Special—Chicken Wraps
Healthy—Popcorn Chicken
Tuesday, March 13
Half Day Schedule
AP
Rosary
Snack—Pizza Sticks
4pm
JV Water Polo @ Ladue
5pm
V Water Polo @ Ladue
7pm
University of Kansas (Sign up in Naviance)
Wednesday, March 14
Exam Schedule
8:05am Social Studies Exam
9:50am Math Exam
11:50am AP Psychology Exam
Film Exam
Advanced Pre-Calculus Exam
AP Calculus AB Exam
4pm
JV Water Polo @ Kirkwood @ Meramec CC
5pm
V Water Polo @ Kirkwood @ Meramec CC
Thursday, March 15
Exam Schedule
8:05am Theology Exam
9:50am Foreign Language Exam
11:50am AP Environmental Science Exam
AP Biology Exam
Conflicts
4pm
JV Water Polo vs. Parkway Central @ FPCC
4:30pm V Rugby vs. Eureka
JV Rugby vs. Eureka
5pm
V Water Polo vs. Parkway Central @ FPCC
AP

8:05am Science Exam
9:50am English Exam
11:50am Statistics Exam
Conflicts
4pm
C Lacrosse vs. MICDS
5:30pm JV Lacrosse vs. MICDS
7pm
V Lacrosse vs. MICDS

Exam Schedule

Saturday, March 17

Sunday, March 11
5pm

Friday, March 16

V Baseball vs. McCluer North
Mission Appalachia Mass

Sunday, March 18
12pm

KEEN
Mission Appalachia (through March 24)

Monday, March 19
Spring Break (through March 23)

Tuesday, March 20
4pm
5pm

JV Water Polo vs. Ft. Zumwalt West @ FPCC
V Water Polo vs. Ft. Zumwalt West @ FPCC

Wednesday, March 21

4:15pm V Baseball vs. Chaminade

Thursday, March 22
No Events Scheduled

Friday, March 23
V Water Polo @ Midwest Classic
V Lacrosse @ Midwest Catholic Classic

Saturday, March 24
V Water Polo @ Midwest Classic
V Lacrosse @ Midwest Catholic Classic
12pm V Baseball vs. Ladue

Sunday, March 25
V Lacrosse @ Midwest Catholic Classic
1pm
V Rugby @ Jefferson City
JV Rugby @ Jefferson City

Monday, March 26
AP

Sophomore Class Meeting
Snack—Mexican Boscos
4:30pm V Baseball @ Farmington
Lunch Special—Pizza Calzones
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

Schedule R

March 9, 2012

Tuesday, March 27

Schedule R
Grades Due by 10:00 am
AP
University of Missouri, St. Louis
Rosary
Snack—Pepperoni Boscos
3:30pm V Golf vs. CBC @ Forest Park
JV Golf vs. CBC @ TBA
4pm
JV Water Polo vs. Parkway South @ FPCC
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Hancock
5pm
V Water Polo vs. Parkway South @ FPCC
C Lacrosse @ DeSmet
Lunch Special—Steak & Cheese
Healthy—Philly Cheese Steak

Wednesday, March 28

Schedule R
STUCO Blooc Drive
8:15am Lent Adoration
AP
Snack—Apple Strudel Sticks
3:30pm V Golf vs. Lindbergh @ Forest Park
JV Golf vs. Lindbergh @ Sunset Lakes
4:15pm JV Water Polo @ Parkway West
C Baseball @ Fox
5:15pm V Water Polo @ Parkway West
Lunch Special—Chicken Nuggets
Healthy—Breakfast for Lunch
Thursday, March 29
Schedule R
Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP
Sports Pep Rally
Snack—Bosco Sticks
3:30pm V Golf vs. DeSmet @ Forest Park
JV Golf vs. DeSmet @ TBA
4pm
JV Water Polo @ Chaminade
V Rugby vs. Parkway United
4:15pm JV Lacrosse @ Lindbergh @ Selvidge Middle
School
C Baseball vs. CBC
5pm
V Water Polo @ Chaminade
5:45pm V Lacrosse @ Lindbergh @ Selvidge Middle
School
6pm
Sustainability Committee Meeting
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli

Friday, March 30
Faculty Day of Service—No Classes
Sophomore Midway Reflection
V Baseball @ SLUH Classic
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Borgia @ Forest Park
7pm
CASHBAH Preview
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McCullough to direct
production of Richard II
BY Joe Kreienkamp
REPORTER

A

student-led production of a
Shakespearean play is coming to St. Louis U High this spring.
Senior Sakari McCullough
has decided to direct Richard II, a
play he read in the first semester.
McCullough’s idea for a student production began when
he went to a festival honoring
a student who had contributed
many of his musical talents to his
school. McCullough took note of
the student’s abilities, and after
reading the tragedy, decided that
he would like to direct his own
play at SLUH.
“I thought ‘Wouldn’t it be
fantastic to put something on
stage,’ and from there the idea
just kept on growing and when
we read Richard II in Shakespeare
class in the first semester of this
year, I knew that this was the
play,” said McCullough.
“I asked around about six
months ago if people were interested and got a lot of feedback,”
said McCullough. “I knew I was
going to have to do it at the end of
the year to work around people’s
theater schedules, so the idea was
kind of shelved for six months or
so.”
After talking with the administration and faculty of the theater
department, and talking with the
students who had once been interested, McCullough decided to
resurrect his idea. He called for
auditions and began intensive
planning. McCullough had to

make sure that a fully-functional
play would be feasible and that the
details would be taken care of. He
is overseeing everything from the
show dates to the microphones to
the cast and crew members.
McCullough learned quickly
that he was dealing with a mighty
task. “There was this massive circle of permissions from various
adults around SLUH that I had to
get through to get this to work. I
had to make sure we would have
mics, I had to make sure we had
lights, I had to make sure we
would have grounds on the specific dates of production. I had
to get permission from Mr. Kesterson and of course permission
from Mr. Hussung, who I sought
out to direct the play,” said McCullough.
Originally, English teacher
Chuck Hussung was going to direct the play so that Sakari would
still be able to be cast as Richard.
However, after rethinking the situation, Hussung felt that he would
not be able to direct the play.
Although Hussung is no longer the director, he still attends
the Saturday rehearsals and helps
with the play. “I am the assistant
director and I help with word pronunciation and iambic pentameter,” said Hussung.
“Mr. Hussung found out that
he could not properly direct the
play so there was a bit of a shift
and I agreed to direct and kind of
set aside of the idea of being Richard myself, so we had open auditions, and in the end, when I as-

No Classes

Senior Sakari McCullough (left) and English teacher Chuck Hussung (right) prepare for the play.

signed everyone to certain roles,
it kind of came out that I still
thought it was a good idea for me
to go with being Richard myself,
and in talking with Mr. Hussung,
it seemed like a logical point,” said
McCullough.
Junior Jake Trokey took advantage of the auditions. “I hadn’t
really done any plays in the past,
and I thought this might be a nice
introduction,” said Trokey.
Trokey landed himself a role
in the play, and meets on Saturdays for play practice. “We were
given some lines that we were
reading and we did scene blocking,” said Trokey.
At the practice, Hussung allows McCullough to direct and
cuts in for suggestions at times.
“He lets Sakari take the lead for

the most part. He would kind of
cut in every once in a while with
a little bit of help with pronunciation of a word, and what lines
mean in a scene,” said Trokey.
For the most part, McCullough is leading. “He’s directing so he might tell you to
do something else when reading
lines and he will give you character motivation and tell people
where to go in a (certain) scene,”
said Trokey.
The production of Richard
II will be a play of records. “We
have certainly had student-led
productions within the past,” says
McCullough. “Four years ago, the
class of seniors before I became a
freshman put on student productions.”
However, it has been a long

time since a play has been done to
this scale.
“When I say ‘on this scale,’
I mean totally a full show, more
than one act, a full cast, full auditions, everything done independently at SLUH,” says McCullough.
“We have not had a Shakespeare play at SLUH in over 30
years because the department
thought it was too hard to organize and perfect it,” said McCullough.
McCullough has continued
to work to ensure that the production will be ready for the May
24, 25, and 27 showings, where
his dream of a student-led Shakespearean play will be realized.

